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With the MitID Erhverv module, TrustView can handle organization and system certificates
and give you the option of automatic renewal of the certificates

TrustView: MitID Erhverv Module

MitID Erhverv certificates
MitID Erhverv offers the option of issuing
organization and system certificates. These are
typically used for system-to-system
communication.

If you have more than a few individual certificates,
it can be a big challenge to keep an overview of all
the certificates. If the certificate is not renewed
and expires, it often means downtime for the
affected services, which can be a big
inconvenience for you and your customers.

With TrustView you get a comprehensive overview
of your MitID Erhverv organization and system
certificates, and you can immediately see where
and when a certificate needs to be renewed.

Features
It is possible to issue the certificates directly from
the TrustView platform, so you avoid the
certificates being issued locally on the individual
employee's workstation. It is also possible to renew
organization and system certificates directly in the
solution, so that all administration takes place in
one integrated system.

Export of the certificates is supported in all
common formats, e.g. .PFX and .JKS directly from
the interface including history, so it is clear who
the certificates have been distributed to.

All users on TrustView can opt-in for expiry
notifications, so that notifications in connection
with expiry are not only sent to a single contact
person, but to all active TrustView users.

From NemID to MitID Erhverv
In connection with the migration from NemID to
MitID Erhverv, most organizations will for a period
have both certificates from the new and old eID
infrastructure. TrustView supports both MitID
Erhverv organization and system certificates as
well as company and function certificates from the
NemID infrastructure, so that you are fully covered
during the entire migration period.

Automation with API
TrustView also offers an API so that you can fully
automate the processes around the renewal and
deployment of your MitID Erhverv certificates, if
you wish.

We help you get started
To give a good introduction to this
module, the installation includes a
get-started workshop for your managers.

We review here together with you how you can
easily and simply handle all your MitID Erhverv
certificates in TrustView.

Contact us
Contact us today for a non-binding chat about how
you can get a full overview of your certificates on
tel. +45 70 60 50 24 or write to
sales@trustskills.com.


